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LONG-RANGE POTENTIAL SCATTERING
BY ENSS'S METHOD IN TWO HILBERT SPACES1

DENIS A. W. WHITE

ABSTRACT. Existence and completeness of wave operators is established by

a straightforward transposition of the original short range result of Enss into

an appropriate two-Hilbert space setting. Applied to long range quantum me-

chanical potential scattering, this result in conjunction with recent work of

Isozaki and Kitada reduces the problem of proving existence and complete-

ness of wave operators to that of approximating solutions of certain partial

differential equations on cones in phase space. As an application existence and

completeness of wave operators is established for Schrödinger operators with

a long range multiplicative and possibly rapidly oscillating potential.

1. Introduction. The geometric time-dependent methods of Enss now play a

fundamental role in the study of quantum mechanical potential scattering theory.

However, until recently the success of this method has been most dramatic in the

treatment of short range interactions. All this has been changed by the recent work

of Isozaki and Kitada [20]. Their approach, using "time-independent modifiers"

allows them to apply Enss's arguments to prove existence and completeness of

wave operators for Schrödinger operators with long range potentials.

In the present paper we transpose the usual short range result of Enss into an

appropriate two-Hilbert space setting. Applied to the study of long range scattering,

in conjunction with (our version of) Isozaki and Kitada's "modifiers", this result

reduces the problem of proving existence and completeness of wave operators to

that of approximating solutions of certain partial differential equations on cones in

phase space. In the context of Isozaki and Kitada's result [20] this equation is an

eikonal equation and we use their solution to give an alternate proof of their result.

Then we extend this result to allow more general potentials.

The following elementary argument will elucidate the problems to be encountered

below as well as the relationship between this work and [20]. Let Ho and H be

selfadjoint operators on L2(R"), Ho = — ̂A and H is a long range perturbation

of Ho'- H = Ho + V. The usual approach to scattering theory for H and Ho is to

introduce the (Dollard) modified wave operators

H± = s-lim e*«e-»W(t,v/o
t—>+oo

for a suitably chosen function W:Rx R —> R. ("s-lim" indicates the limit in

the strong operator topology.) In contrast Isozaki and Kitada [20] introduce the

"two-space" wave operators (or "time-independent modifiers" )

(1.1) n±(J) = s-lim eitHJe-ttHo,
t—>^oo
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where J is a bounded operator. Which are more general, Ll^\ or Q±(J)? If fi^

exist, then Q„\e~itHo = e~itHLl„\ provided W is "reasonable"; see [15, p. 75].

Therefore if we define J = Q~, then

(1.2) eitHJeliHo = eltHe~ltHJ = J = fi" .

Thus if fi~ exists it is possible, at least in theory, to choose J so that fi~(J) exists

and is 0~. This argument also suggests a plausible choice of J even when fi~ are

not known but expected to exist: J should approximate fi~. However, a moment's

reflection about the physical interpretation of fi~ will convince the reader that fi~

would be very difficult to approximate in general. At this stage the idea of V. Enss

to introduce incoming and outgoing states can rescue us. Although Q~ tj> might be

difficult to approximate for general states <j>, it should be possible to approximate

^m^out if «/'out is an outgoing state. Conceivably J could be constructed so that

Cl„\ - J is small (i.e. compact) on the outgoing states. Actually, since 0~ is

unknown the appropriate goal is to choose J so that HJ - JHq restricted to

outgoing states is short range. (Recall Cook's method.) There is nothing special

about fi~. Interchanging fi~ with 0+ and outgoing with incoming in the above

argument, we should be able to choose a (very different) operator J which we denote

J+ which approximates Llm. The J which approximates Í2~ is denoted J~. The

actual construction of J± is due to Isozaki and Kitada. We show that HJ~ — J~ Ho

(resp. HJ+ — J+Ho) restricted to outgoing (resp. incoming) states is short range

and provides an extension of the Enss results (Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 4.4)

which prove the existence and completeness of fi±(J±).

In contrast Isozaki and Kitada piece together J+ and J~ into an operator J and

then prove the existence and completeness of f2±(J). (Their Ll~(J) (resp. Ü+(J))

equals our Ll~(J~) (resp. Ll+(J+)).) However HJ — JHq is not short range whereas

HJ~ - J~Ho and HJ+ — J+Hq are short range on complementary subspaces.

The existence of fî±(J±) immediately implies that of n±(J), where J is as in

[20] or J = J~Ed([0, oo)) + J+Ed((~oo,0]). Here Ed is the spectral measure of

D = \{(V/i) -X + X- (V/i)} (see [11, (9.29)]). Moreover Q-(J~) = fi~(J) and

n+(J+) = Ll+(J) so that nothing is lost by working with Ll±(J±).
The reader may have noticed a disturbing consequence of (1.2) which deserves

mention. If J = fi~, then f]±(J) both exist and both are fi~!. Thus Ll±(J)

cannot in general be expected to have the same physical significance as fl„\. (For

the significance of Ll„\, see [38 or 18], for example.) This difficulty is circumvented

here because n±(J±) = il± by (4.2) of [20].
1(a). Results. We shall apply our abstract results Theorem 3.1 and Corollary

4.4 to prove the existence and completeness of the wave operators (1.1) when H0

and H are the selfadjoint operators on L2(Rn),

Ho — -|A    (with domain the Sobolev space H2(R™)),

(1'3) H = Ho+1î(AU) + ±\VU\2 + V + Vs.

We assume

(LR1) V E C°°(Rn) is real valued and for some £n > 0

\DaV(x)\ < Ca(x)-W-£0    for all a E N",

where (x) = (1 + |x|2)1/2;
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(LR2) U E L°°(Rn) is real valued and h defined by h(r) = ||F(|x| > r)U\\ belongs

to L1((0,oo)), where F(\x\ > r) is the operator of multiplication by the indicator

function for the set {x: \x\ > r};

and for some 7 > 0

(SR)-y Vs is a symmetric operator, Vs(Hq + 1)~'1 is compact and for some k E N,

h defined by h(r) = ||(#0 + l)~fci7i(xA)Vs(#o + l)-'Y|| belongs to L1((0,oo)), where
gi E C°°(Rn), 0 < gi < 1,

(1 a\ 1 \      Í *    *f\x\ > 2>
^ *»-{o ¿/W<i.

Assumption (LR1) can be weakened (see [15, Proposition 3.5]). The assumption

(LR2) does not include smoothness conditions for U, so that H may not make sense

as written above. Following Combescure [3] we write

_rr / 1 „\    2U I 1 Y7 \ „-U
(1.5) ff = Íe      if)6     lf)e     +V + V''

where e~u acts multiplicatively. Then H is selfadjoint; see (7.4) below.

The operators J± introduced above will be defined as

(1.6) JH{x) = (2Tt)-n'2eu{x) f e^x^+ie±^^4>(t:) d£,
J n

where <f> is the Fourier transform of 4> and 9^ are solutions of the eikonal equations:

for I a; I, |£| large enough

èU + vIô±(x,i)|2-rF(ï) = |ui2 if T(*-i)>-èMI€l-

We describe 9± more carefully in §5. The significance of the eikonal equation can

best be appreciated by formally computing HJ^ — J^Hq as in (7.4) below.

Recall that the subspace of continuity of a selfadjoint operator is the orthogonal

complement of the space spanned by its eigenvectors.

THEOREM 1.1. Suppose V and U satisfy (LR1) and (LR2) respectively and

Vaeu satisfies (SR)i/2 (replace Vs there by Vseu) or if U = 0, Vs satisfies (SR)i.

Let Ho, H and J± be defined by (1.3), (1.5) and (1.6). Then H is selfadjoint with
essential spectrum [0, 00) and the wave operators n±(J±) o/(l.l) exist, are isome-

tries and have ranges both equal to the subspace of continuity of H. In particular

n=t(J:t) are asymptotically complete and H has no singularly continuous spectrum.

An additional conclusion about n±(J±) — J± can be drawn (see Remark 7.1).

This result seems to be the first to combine the two types of long range behaviour,

the slow decay of (LR1) and the oscillatory potentials allowed by (LR2). Scattering

theory has been discussed extensively for potentials satisfying (LR1). For example

see [1, 6, 10, 11, 16-20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 33, 37, 38, 45, 46]. Our
approach to oscillatory potentials follows Combescure [3] and Pearson [34] and does

not include all the moderately oscillating potentials of Dollard and Friedman [8]

(see also [4, 5]). The reader interested in Enss's geometric approach to scattering

theory should see [3, 9-14, 32, 35, 36, 37, 42, 44]. The two-Hilbert space wave
operators (1.1) have also been employed in a similar context in [18, 20-23, 39].

For more complete references see the "Notes" of [42] (for before 1978), [11] (Enss

approach) and [47] (oscillatory potentials) or [36].
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EXAMPLE 1.2. Theorem 1.1 is applicable to H defined formally on L2(Rn),

n>2, as

H = H0 + ar-ßsinbragi(x) + a'r~0' sin6'ra'(l - gi(x)) + V + Vs

(r = \x\), where ß+a > 1 and/3+2a > 3; ß' + a' < 1 anda' < 0 and a, b, a', b' E R,

Qi E C°°(Rn) satisfies (1.4) and V satisfies (LR1) and Vs acts multiplicatively and

satisfies (SR)i/2.
We shall briefly discuss Example 1.2 in §7.

1(b). Contents. We introduce the incoming and outgoing spaces in §2 but

relegate the proofs to the Appendix. §§3 and 4 contain the abstract existence and

completeness results. We define the operators J* in §5 and derive their basic

properties and in §6 apply them to prove Theorem 6.1 which is just Theorem 1.1

when /7 = 0. In §7 we prove Theorem 1.1 and discuss Example 1.2.

1(c). Notation. We use the following notation (for other notation see the begin-

ning of §3):

N = {0,1,2,...};
R and C are the real and complex numbers;

|a| = on H-h an if a = (ai,.. -,an) in Nn;

D« = (l/^Nd^/äx?1 • • •da"/d<" (i = v/zl);

A = d2/dx\ + ■■■ + d2/dx2n;

dxf(x,y)—(Fréchet) derivative of f(-,y) (y fixed);
C°°(R")—infinitely differentiable complex valued functions on R";

S(Rn) Ç C°°(Rn)—Schwartz space;

Cg°(U)—all 4> E C°°(R") with support compact and in U;

F(M)—operator of multiplication by the indicator function for the Borel set M;

dix — (27r)~n/2 dx (i.e. (2it)~n^2 times Lebesgue measure on Rn);

7<p(0 = 4>(0 = /Rn elx't(f>(x) dix (Fourier transform);

(<t>\ip) — JRn 4>(x)ip(x) dx (inner product on L2(R"));

||r>||   =   (0|0)V2;

C\ is a constant depending on a parameter A;

det is the determinant (of a matrix);

(x) = (l + |x|2)1/2.

2. The incoming and outgoing subspaces. We introduce at this early stage

the incoming and outgoing subspaces because, for the reasons mentioned in the

Introduction, they will be required to even state our hypotheses. For the definition

of these subspaces, we follow Davies [48] primarily for unity of exposition; all our

operators will be integral operators. Other definitions would work just as well

provided Theorem 2.2, and Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 below remain valid.

For each o, — 1 .< a < 1, define

M± = {(y,p)ER2n:+:yp>a\y\\p\}

("dot" denotes the usual product). Intuitively 0 E L2{Rn) is outgoing (resp. in-

coming) if 0(y) and its Fourier transform 0(p) are nonzero only when (y, p) E My

(resp. (y,p) E M+). Of course we cannot expect such a naive approach to work

because of the uncertainty principle and so we proceed as follows. Choose n in

S(R") (the Schwartz space) so that n and 17 are real valued and

(2.2) \\n\\ = (2tt)-"/2,    rjEC0x(Rn)    and    suppT? = {£: \t¡\ < 6},
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where 0 < 6 < 1 is a parameter to be specified (suppig denotes the support of fj).

For each (y, p)eR*x R" define

rjy,p(x) = e^x^n(x - y)

so that

$„*(€)-«-*•»#* r-p).

Further define the linear mapping rn of L2(Rn) into L2(R2n):

(Tn<t>)(y,P) = (<t>\Vy,P) = (<t>\Vy,P)-

Then Tv<p(y,p) is a weighted average of the Fourier transform of the translate

<^(p + 2/)i over a ball of radius 6 centered at p.

LEMMA 2.1.   The mapping t„ is an isometry of L2(Rn) into L2(R2n). More-

over Tn(S(Rn)) ç S(R2n).

PROOF. For 0 E S(Rn) we have

IMf=/    /     /   e-^x-^r¡{x-y)<l>(x)dx
JRnJRn   JRn

2

dpdy

= (2*r[ [
JR" JR"

\r¡(x-y)\2\(f)(x)\2dxdy =

by Plancherel's theorem. Therefore t„ is an isometry. The verification that T„<f> E

S(R2™) is straightforward.    D

For each / in Co°((0, oo)) and each a, — 1 < <j < 1, define the outgoing operator

i2~(/) and incoming operator R£(f) as

Rt(f)=7(Ho)T;F(M±)Tnf(Ho).

Here F(M) denotes the operator of multiplication by the indicator function for the

Borel set M. Also / is the complex conjugate of / and Hq = — \ A.' Clearly R^(f)

are bounded Hermitian operators and

(2-3) Ry(f) + R±M) = \f\2(Ho)

and

(2-4) R¿(f)<p = R+(f)cp.

For later convenience we record the identity

(2.5) (r^rtt) = /    f   e-^yr)(t:-pMy,p)dydp   if * E L'(R2n)nL2(R2n)
JRn JRn

which is easily verified by applying Fubini's theorem to (^\T„(p) (= ((t*$/)~\(¡>)).

The operators Rf(f) depend on the choice of the parameter 6 in (2.2) although

this is not indicated in the notation. We shall assume that 6 is so small that the

following result is applicable.
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THEOREM 2.2. If f,fi E C^^oo)) and -K at < o <1, then R±(f)4> E
S(Rn) whenever 0 E S(Rn) and

(a) forS>0 sufficiently small (6 = 6 (a - <n,f,fi)), R±ai(fi)e-itHoR^(f) is
compact for ail ±t > 0, and for every l E N

\\R±„Me-itHoiÇ(f)\\ < C|(l + |i|)-'   if±t>0,

(b) for 6 > 0 sufficiently small (ê = 6(o, f))

s-hm u!±(/)e-*tw°=0,
t—>±oo

(c) for 6 > 0 and b > 0 sufficiently small (ë — 6(a,f); b — b(o, f)) and for every
!ëN

\\F(\x\ < b\t\)e-UH°RÏ(f)\\ < Ci(l + [i])"'    if ± t > 0
/or some constants Ci > 0.

This theorem quantifies results which are intuitively clear. For example when t >

0 (c) says that every freely evolving outgoing state with nonzero velocity (/(0) = 0)

is predictably far from the origin in the future. See [11, 12] for a more thorough

discussion. A proof of Theorem 2.2 is given in the Appendix.

3. Abstract existence. In this and the next section we shall prove existence

and completeness of the wave operators in an abstract two-Hilbert space setting.

Our assumptions are (R^(f) were defined in §2):

(HI) i/o = — 3A (as in (1.3)) and H is a selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space

M. There exist two bounded linear operators J± from L2(Rn) to M.

Denote the spectral measures of H and Ho by E and .En.

(H2) (H - z)~1(HJ± - J±H0)Rl?(f) are compact for some z E C\R, every

f E Co°((0, oo)) and every a, an < a < 1, where o"o is some constant — 1 < ctq < 0.

(H3) WEWiHJ* - J±H0)R±(f)F(\x'\ > r)\\ E L^oojfir) for every compact
1 Ç R, every f E Co°((0, oo)) and every a, oo < o < 1.

(H4) s-limt^¥oo Ä±(/)[(J±)V± - l}R±(f)e-ÜH° = 0 for every a, <rQ < a < 1,

and every real / in Cq°([0, oo)). (Here 1 denotes the identity operator, "*" denotes

adjoint.)
(H5) For every compact I in (0, oo) there is mo E N so that

EcEW^fmiHoXJ*)' - l\E(I)Ec

are compact for m > mo, where {/m}m£N E Co°((0, oo)) and /m(A) = 1 for

1/m < X < m and fm is real. (Here Ec is the orthogonal projection of M onto the

subspace of continuity of H.)

(H6) RJi(fi)(J±)*Jzf:R^2(f2) are compact for some 01,02, 0 < o\, 02 < 1, and

every f 1, f2EC0x ((0,œ)).

REMARK. Hypotheses (HI), (H2) and (H3) are the usual assumptions (for the

one-Hilbert space short range case) adapted to the present situation. See [14].

We only remark that if (H2) holds for some z it holds for z in C\R and that

in (H2) and (H3), HJ± - J±Hq is to be interpreted as the operator associated

with the obvious sesquilinear form. We have chosen to work with the operators

(HJ± — J±Ho)Rf(f) in contrast to Isozaki and Kitada [20] who essentially work

with HJ±R±(f) - J±R±(f)H0. Hypotheses (H4), (H5) and (H6) will be discussed
in the next section.

The object of this section is to prove the following theorem.
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THEOREM 3.1.   Assume (HI), (H2) and (H3). Then

n± = s-lim e^ü^e"*'"0
t—»:poo

exist and (Çl±—Jil)R^(f) are compact for any f E Co°((0,oo)) andanya,a> —1,

and an < 0" < 1 (°"o as *w (H2)).

We may write Q±(J±) (or 0±(ii,iï"o; «^±)) for n± when the reference to J±

(or i/ and i?o) needs clarification. The fundamental properties of the two-Hilbert

space wave operators fí± may be found in [42, pp. 34-36]. We require the following

"intertwining principle".

LEMMA 3.2. Let H and Ho be selfadjoint operators on Hilbert spaces M and

Mo and let E and Eo be their spectral measures. Let J be a bounded linear operator

from Mo to M. //n* = n±(ii, Ho, J) exists, then

n±E0(A) = E(A)Q±   for any Borel set A.

For a proof see [42, proof of Proposition 4, p. 34].

In preparation for the proof of Theorem 3.1 we establish the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.3. Assume (HI) and (H2). Then for every a, ao < a < 1, and

/€Co°°((0,oo))

lim \\E({\:\\\>n})J±R±(f)\\ = 0.
71—»OO

PROOF. We write

E({\: |A| > n})(H - z)-\HJ- - J~Ho)R~(f)

= E({\: |A| > n})J-R¿(f) - E({\: |A| > n})(H - z^J^Ho - z)R~(f).

The left side converges to 0 in operator norm because of hypothesis (H2) and

because E({\: |A| > n}) goes to 0 strongly as n —> oo. The second term on the

right also goes to 0 in operator norm as n —► oo because E({\: |A| > n})(H - z)_1

does. The remaining term must also go to 0 which establishes the result in the "-"

case. The other case is similar.    D

We now prove the theorem.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. We establish only the outgoing ("-") case, the

other being similar. Several simplications can be made. First, to prove the existence

of n~ it clearly suffices to prove the strong convergence of eltH J~e~ltH°Eo(Iq) as

t —► oo for an arbitrary compact subset Iq of (0, oo). Next it suffices to prove

(3.1) s-lim eltHJ-e-ttHoR-(f) exists
t—♦■OO

for / E C0x((0,oo)), /(A) = 1 if A E h, and a0 < a < 1 and a > -1. Suppose

0 = E0(Io)<t>. Then, since E0(I0) = (R~(f) + RÍM))Eo(h),

eitHj-e-itH0^ = elsH{ei(t-s)Hj-e-i(t-s)H0R-,jye-isH0(¡)

+ etHJ-t-i{t-s)Ha[Rta(f)e-lsHoüj}.

The second term on the right can be made arbitrarily small for all t by choosing s

large according to Theorem 2.2(b). For fixed s, the first term on the right converges
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as t —► oc by (3.1). Thus proving (3.1) will prove Í7 exists. We can further reduce

the proof of (3.1) to establishing

(3.2) s-lim E(I)eitHJ-e-ltHoR-(f) exists
i—>oo

for any compact set /ÇR. To show this write

eÜHJ-e-ÜH°R0(f) = eltH[E({\\\ > n})J~Ra(fi)\e-*H°R-(f)

+ E({\\\ > n})eÜHJ-[RtMi)e-ltHo}K(f)

+ E({\ < n})eltHJ-e-itHoRy(f),

where /i E Cq°((0, oo)) and /i(A) = 1 if A ̂  supp(/). Applying Lemma 3.3 to the

first term on the right side and Theorem 2.2(b) to the second, we see (3.2) implies

(3.1).
Thus establishing (3.2) will prove fi    exists. We shall actually prove that

(3.3) E(I){eÜHJ-e-ltHo - J-]R~{f)

converges in operator norm as t —► oo. This will prove (3.2) and that fi~ exists. If

we also show that the operators in equation (3.3) are compact, then we will have

E(I)[Ç}~ — J~]Ry(f) is compact.   This will complete the proof of the theorem

(Ü- - J-)R-(f) = E({\\\ < n})[fi- - J-]R-(f)

+ E({\X\>n})J-Ry(f)

for large n, by Lemma 3.2 and so [fi~ — J~]Ry(f) is compact, by Lemma 3.3.

Consider therefore the operators in (3.3).   Differentiate and integrate (Cook's

method)

E(I)[eÜHJ-e-ÜHo - J-]R-[f)

= i f E(I)elTli(HJ- - J-H0)e-iTH°Ry(f)dr
Jo

= i f E(I)e"H(HJ~ - J-Ho)\Rta,(h)z-lTH°K(f)]dT
Jo

+ i f E(I)elTH(HJ- - J-Ho)R-,(fi)e-~H°Ry(f)dr,
Jo

where /i G Co°((0,oo)) and /i(A) = 1 if A ^ supp(/), and where a' > a and

oo < a' < 1. Observe that each of the integrands above is a continuous operator

valued function of r and so the integrals exist as Riemann integrals. Also the

last two integrands are compact by (H2) and because RttT,(fi)e~'ltHoRy(fi) is by

Theorem 2.2(a). Thus the operators in (3.3) are compact. To prove the desired

convergence of the operators in (3.3), we need only show that the two integrands

are absolutely integrable on (0, oo). Certainly this is true for the first integrand by

Theorem 2.2(a). For the second integrand we have, for any b > 0,

\\E(I)(HJ- - J-H0)Ra,(fi)e-"H°Ry(f)\\

< \\E(I)(HJ- - J-H0)R;,(fi)F(\x\ > br)\\ \\Ry(f)\\

+ \\E(I)(HJ- - J-Ho)R;,(fi)\\ \\F(\x\ < br)e-^H"R-(f)\\.
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The first term on the right is integrable on (0, oo) by (H3); the second term is

integrable by Theorem 2.2(c) provided 6 is sufficiently small. It follows that the

operators (3.3) converge as t —> oo in the operator topology and this establishes

the result.    G

4. Abstract completeness. Now we consider the additional assumptions

(H4), (H5) and (H6) introduced in the previous section and derive completeness. In

an effort to explain these extra assumptions we analyze them in more depth than

is strictly necessary, beginning with (H4).

LEMMA 4.1. Assume (HI) and that Q± = n±(Jcf,iio; •/±) exists. Then fi* is

an isometry if and only if, for every real f E Cq°((0, oo)),

(4.1) eltHoRf(f)[(J±yj± - \}Rf(f)e-itHo -* 0    weakly as t ^ Too

for some a, — 1 < a < 1. If we further assume (H4), then Q± are isometries and for

every compact interval I Ç (0, oo), every real f in Co°((0, oo)) such that /(A) = 1

if A E I and every a, oo < a < 1,

(n±)*E(/) = s-lim eltH°R±(f)(J±Ye-ltHE(I)E±
t—f + OO

(i.e. the limit exists with the indicated value), where E± is the orthogonal projection

of M onto the (closed) range ofQ±.

PROOF. We consider only the "—" (outgoing) case, the incoming case being

similar. For each 0 E L2(R"),

(eiH°Ra(f)[(j-yj- - i]A-(/)e-^0|0)

= ||e^J-Ä-(/)e-^0||2 - ||fi-(/)e-^0||2

-^\\n-{f(Ho)}2cp\\-\\{f(Ho)}2<p\\2

as t —> oo, by Theorem 2.2(b) and (2.3). Thus fi~ is an isometry if and only if

(4.1) holds for all real / in Cg°((0,oo)).

Now assume (H4) which clearly implies (4.1) so that fi~ is an isometry. Suppose

0 = E(I)E-i/j. Then (fi~)*0 = 0 for some 0 and 0 = En(I)4> by Lemma 3.2.
(Note E- — fi~(n~)*.) An alternative expression for 0 can be obtained as follows.

Choose real / in Cq°((0, oo)) so that /(A) — 1 if A E I. Since 0 = Q~tJj, we have
(again by Theorem 2.2(b) and (2.3))

0= lim ||J-A-(/)e-¿t/ío0-e-,í/í0||
t—>oo

= lim ||/ü-(/)(J-)*[J-Jf?-(/)e-íí^0 - e-lt"0]||
t—+00

= Yim\\[Ra(f)}2e-*H°<t>-Ra-(f)(J-ye-ÜHn
t—►OO

= hm ||e-*Ä°0 - R~(f)(J-ye-ÜHvj\\,
t—>oo

where we have applied (H4). The result now follows.    D

Thus (H4) is a slightly stronger hypothesis than is required to assure that Q±

are isometries. Hypothesis (H4) is convenient because it allows the following refor-

mulation of the completeness postulate which is analogous to that given by Enss in

[11, §9] for the short range case.
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COROLLARY 4.2. Assume (HI) and (H4) andthatü^ = Q±(H,H0;J±) exists.
Let a satisfy oo < a < 1, / Ç (0, oo) be compact and f E Co°((0, oo)) be real and

satisfy /(A) — 1 if X E I. Suppose 0 = E(I)Ec<p. If there is {t,}jGN Q R
convergent to =F oo as k —> oo so that

(4.2) lim (Ü±Rt(f)(J±y - l)e-ü>H(j> = 0,

then 0 belongs to the range 72(0*) of ü±. Conversely (for <j> — E(I)EC4>), if
0 E RC^), then (4.2) holds for every sequence {ij}jgN> such that tj —> =poo as

j -» oo.

PROOF. We consider only the outgoing, "-", case. By the intertwining principle

Lemma 3.2, (4.2) is equivalent to

lim \\ü-eit'HoR-(f)(J-ye-it'Hcj - 0|| = 0.
j-*°o

Thus (4.2) implies that the (closed) range of fi~ contains 0. Conversely if 0 G

R(Q~), then by the previous lemma,

lim n-eltHoR-(f)(J-ye-ltH<t> = ÍT(fT)*0 = £_0 = 0
t—»oo

which concludes the proof.    D

We shall now assume (H4) and proceed to consider (H5) and (H6). We shall see

that (H5) and (H6) imply (4.2) which is not usually easy to verify directly.

LEMMA 4.3. Assume (HI), (H2), (H3) and (H4), so thatfl* = tëfâHa;^)
exist. Let {/m}m€N Q Cg^O.oo)) satisfy fm(X) = 1 if -1/m < A < m and fm
is real. Let a satisfy ao < a < 1, I Ç (0, oo) be compact and <p = E(I)EC4> and

choose mo so that I Ç (l/mo,mo). Then there is {tj}JLx so that tj —> ±oo and

e~%tiH<p —> 0 weakly as j —» oo, and for any such sequence {tj}J^x, every m > mo

and every 01,02, 0 < ax, 02 < —ao,

(4.3)
lim (U±Rf(fmo)(J±y - l)e-^"0

J—»oo

= lim {(^[/„.(ffoHW - l)e-*'"¿
J—»oo

+ J±Rl(fm)(J±y(J^[fm(Ho)}2(J^y - l)e-^H<p

+ J±R^(fm)(J±yj^Rt2(fm)(J^ye-^Hct>}

(i.e. one limit exists if and only if the other does). In particular 0 G i^fi*) if and

only if one (hence both) of the above limits exists and is 0.

We leave aside the proof of Lemma 4.3 until the end of this section. Hypotheses

(H5) and (H6) are formulated so as to conveniently verify that the limit in Lemma

4.3 exists.

COROLLARY 4.4. Assume (HI), (H2), (H3), (H4), (H5) and (H6). Then the

wave operators Q±(H,H0;J±) exist and are isometries with range E([0,oo))EcM.

REMARKS. 1, Hypotheses (H4) and (H6) are trivial when J+ = J~ = 1 (and

M = L2(Rn)) but (H5) is not. Hypothesis (H5) becomes

EcE(I)[Eo((0,1/m)) + Eo((m, œ))}E(I)Ec
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is compact for m large enough, which is certainly the case if (H- z)_1 — (Ho -z)~x

is compact. (See [14] for further discussion.)

2. Usually completeness results conclude that the ranges of Q± are ECM. Corol-

lary 4.4 has a weaker conclusion and the reader can easily check that the hypotheses

may allow EoE((—oo, 0)) ± 0. To exclude this eventuality an additional hypothesis

is required, such as the essential spectrum of H is [0, oo).

3. Hypotheses (H5) and (H6) could be slightly weakened in Corollary 4.4 by

assuming the right side of (4.3) is 0.

PROOF OF COROLLARY 4.4. The existence of Q± is guaranteed by Theorem

3.1 and fi* are isometries by Lemma 4.1. We prove that the range R(Cl~) of fi_

is E([0,oo))EcX, the proof for R(ü+) is similar. Since R(ü~) Ç E([0,oo))EcM in

general (by Lemma 3.2) and R(Q~) is closed, it suffices to show that if 0 = E(I)Ec<p

for some compact I Ç (0, oo), then 0 G R(Cl~). To show this, apply Lemma

4.3. We check that the expression on the right side of (4.3) is 0. By (H5) and

(H6) this expression is of the form lim^oo Ke~xt'H(j>, where K is compact. Since

e~ltiH4> —> 0 weakly as j —* oo the result follows.    D

It remains to establish Lemma 4.3.

PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3. The existence of a sequence {t,}£Li so that e~ltiH(p ->

0 weakly follows from Wiener's theorem [42, p. 340] and the spectral representation

of (e~îtH0|0). For the remainder of the proof we consider only the outgoing, "-",

case; the incoming case is similar. We have seen already, in Theorem 3.1, that fi~

exists and that (fi~ — J~)Ry(fm) is compact. We shall use this compactness to

show that on the left side of equation (4.3) we may replace mo and a by arbitrary

m > mo and o\, oo < ai < 1. Indeed the weak convergence of e~ltiH(f> implies

Ry(fm)(Q~ - J~)*e~'lt'H(p goes to 0 as k —» oo so that

lim Ü-R-(fmo)(J-ye-^H<t>~Ü-R-i(fm)(J-ye-^H<t>
J—»oo

= lim r¡-{iü-(/mo)-ñ-(/m)}(n-)*e-^íí0
J—»oo

= lim [fi-{[/mo(#0)]2 - [/m(r7o)]2}^o(/)e-t^°(n-)*0
3—»oo

- n-{RtMmo)e-^Ho - Ai<Tl(/m)e-^^}(n-)*0]

by Lemma 3.2 and (2.3). This limit is 0, because {[/mo(#o)]2 - [fm(Ho)]2}E0(I) =

0 and because of Theorem 2.2(b). Therefore to prove (4.3) we may replace mo and

a by any m > mo and o\, oo < oi < 1. By the compactness of (Q~ -J~)RZ„i (fm),

if Oo < -0i < 1,

lim (ü-RZ^fm^J-y - l)e-^H0 = lim (J~Rlai(fm)(J-y - l)e-*'"0
J—»oo J—»oo

= lim {(J-[fm(Ho)}2(J-y - l)e-^Hcp-J-RX(fm)(J-ye-^H(j>}
0—»oo

= lim {(J-[fm(H0)]2(J-y - l)e-^"0
J—»oo

+ J-R+l(fm)(J-y(J+[fm(H0)]2(J+y - l)e-^"0

-J-fí+(/m)(J-)V+JR-2(/m)(J+)*e-^íí0

-j-R+(fm)(j-yj+R^2(fm)(j+ye-^H4>}
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if ero < -01 < li and for any 02, 0o < -02 < 1. This will prove equation (4.3),

if we show that the final term above is 0 in the limit. To do this we again use

Ä<r2(/m)(n- - J-)*e-ü'H(p -> O as j -> 00, so that

lim RZa2(fm)(J-ye-^H4>= lim RZ02(fm)(Ü-ye-^H<¡> = O
j —»00 J—»oo

by the intertwining principle (Lemma 3.2) and Theorem 2.2(b). This proves (4.3).

The final conclusion is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.2 and the proof is

complete.    O

5. The operators .7 . In this section and the next, we establish a special case

of Theorem 1.1, the case U = 0 which is the one considered in [20] by Isozaki and

Kitada. To do so, we naturally wish to apply Corollary 4.4 which requires choosing

J±. Following [20], we specify J± to be of the form

J±4>(x)= [   éxt+**<-x>®4>(Ç)dii       (0GS(Rn))
JR"

for some 9±. (Here dif = (2it)~n/2 d£.) If 0± = 0, then J± are both the identity

on L2(Rn) by Plancherel's theorem and so if 9± are small in some sense then it

is reasonable to hope that J± are bounded and satisfy hypotheses (H4), (H5) and

(H6) of §3. Thus the crucial hypotheses are (H2) and (H3) which essentially require

that (H - 0)"1[iiJ± - ^HojR^f) be small. Recalling that H = H0 + V + V3
and Ho = — ¿A, we have at least formally that

(5.2)
(HJ- - J-Ho)R-(f)4>(x) = V3J~Ry(f)4>(x)

+fRneix'+i6'{x'0 {\\^+^xO-(x,o\2 -\\e

+ V(x) - l-Ax9-(x, £)} (R-(f)<PM) dií

(and similarly when "+" replaces "-"), where Ax is the Laplacian in the x E Rn

variable (and similarly for Vz). Presumably the first term on the right of (5.2)

will be suitably small simply because Vs is short range and thus it is the integral

expression that is important. If we restrict 6~ to be real, as we shall until §7, then

the optimal choice of 9~ will satisfy the eikonal equation

\\a + vx9-(x,c:)\2 + v(x) = \\t:\2

when (x, £) G My (see (2.1)) and of course Ax9~ must also be small. The existence

of 9~ with the requisite properties is guaranteed by the following result.

Theorem 5.1 (Isozaki and Kitada). Suppose V satisfies (LRl). Then

there exist real valued functions 9f in C°°(R2n) such that

9+(x,O = -0ï(x,-O

and for any d > 0 and 01, -\ < 01 < 0, there is R > 0 so that for all (A, £) in

{(A,OeR2":T-r'£>20i|x||£|; l€l > d; \x\ > R}

(5-3) ^ + ^xot(x,0\2 + V(x) = m2

and

lJ??Dfôf(x)Î)|SCa,^|er1<a:)1-|a|-i0

for all multi-indices a,ß E Nn. Here £0 > 0 is the constant in (LRl).
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For a proof of this result see [20, Proposition 2.4] (where 6f x, £ are denoted

<t>±(x, 0 ~~ x • £). Although we shall not repeat it here, the proof itself is of consid-

erable interest. It involves computing the action along appropriate classical paths

and is based on an earlier construction [18, 27-30] of a solution of Hamilton's

equation.

The functions 0* of (5.1) are obtained by cutting off 0^ appropriately. To do so,

first choose a strictly decreasing sequence {dj}*jZ0 so that do — 1 and lim.,-^ dj =

0. Define {*7,}~0 by

Uo = {ÍERn:\^\>di},

Uj = {£ G R": dJ+i < \t\ < dj-i}    if j > 0

so that {Uj}'jLQ is an open cover of Rn\{0}. Choose a C°° partition of unity

{Hj}j^o corresponding to this cover (i.e. fij E C°°(Rn) is nonnegative and sup-

ported in Uj and V ■ fJtj(tl) = 1 if £ / 0). We shall also specify that /ij(£) = Mj(_£)-

Next choose real gi in C°°(Rn) so that gi(x) = 1 if |x| > 2 and gi(x) = 0 if |x| < 1.

Choose 0i, -\ < 0i < 0, and x E C°°([-l, 1]) so that x(r) = 0 if r < 2oi, x(r) = 1
if r > oí and x is real valued. Define

(5.4)    ^(*lö»(^Öx(T]yi)2^ofi(«/Äf)«(€)  if-,^o,

{ 0   if x = 0 or £ = 0,

where {Rj}j%0 1S a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers which will

be specified in the following lemma. Since //j(£) — rtj(—£), ^ nave the same

symmetry as 9y :

(5.5) 0+(x,O = -0-(x,-O.

Intuitively 0± is 9y cut off outside M^ and further restricted so that when the

velocity £ is small the position x is far from the origin and this is of course the

region where one would hope to be able to approximate the wave operators.

LEMMA 5.2. Assume V satisfies (LRl). Let n > 0, mo G N, mo > 1 and ei,

0 < £i < £o, be given (so as in (LRl)). Then there is a strictly increasing sequence

{Rj}j>o so that Rq > 1 and lim^oo Rj = oo so that 9± defined by (5.4) belongs
to C°°(Rn) and

(5.6) \Dx-Df9±(x,t:)\<r,(t:)-1(x)1-W-£i    forall(x,0ER2n

and all multi-indices a,ßE Nn, |a|, \ß\ < mo- Also, for any d > 0

(5.7) |D«Df0±(x,OI<C7Q,/3,d(O-1(x)1-lal-£o    for all (x, £) G R2n, |£| >d

and all multi-indices a,ß E N™. Moreover if \£\ > dj and \x\ > 2Rj for some

j G N and :f x ■ £ > 0i|x| |£|, then

iie+v10±(x,oi2+v(x) = i|$i2.

PROOF. Observe that 0±(x, £) = 0 whenever |x| < Rq or for some j, |£| < dj

and |x| < Rj. Using this, one easily checks that 9± E C°°(R2n). Also 0±(x,£) =

0f{x,t) if (x,£) E {(x,t-)--Tx ■ £ > 0i|x||£|, |£| > dj: \x\ > 2Rj} for some j.
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By Theorem 5.1, it follows that 0± satisfies the eikonal equation (5.3) on this set,

provided we choose Rj sufficiently large.

It remains to establish (5.6) and (5.7). Since 0±(x, £) is 0 along with all its

derivatives if |x| < Ro or £ = 0, we may suppose x ^0 and £ ^ 0. In this case, one

easily checks that, for any multi-indices a, ß E Nn

D-D^m)
<C7Q^|x|-lal|£|-^,        Xli0, £^0.

Also, if £ ^ 0, there is k E N so that dk-i > |£| > dk (d_i = oo). Therefore, for
any a, ß E Nn

D^DlY,9i(x/R3)^(0
3=0

£  Rj-]al(D-gi)(x/Rj)D^j(0

j=k-l

< ca(x)-\<*\ 8up{|i>f Aíi(0h Í e R", j e {k -1, k}}.

Here we have noted C~x < RJ(x)~1 < C (C > 0) when (Dagi)(x/Rj) ¿ 0.

Combining these last two estimates with the bound for the derivatives of 9y in

Theorem 5.1 will prove (5.6) and (5.7). More precisely, for any integer m, and all

ct,ß E Nn, |a|, \ß\ < m, and all ]£|, dk-i > |£| > dk, we have by Leibniz's formula

|D«Df0±(x,£)|<(7mmaxCa%^^djsup¡£»f%(£)|o;-,"lA-^-£l)(x)1-lQl-£l(£)-1,

where the maximum is over |a'|, \ß'\ <m and j E {k — 1, k}, the supremum is over

ß', 1/3'| < mo, j E {k — 1, fc} and £ G Rn, and Ca>t0>td is the constant of Theorem

5.1. If we choose £i = £o then we have (5.7). If however 0 < £i < £o and m — mo

then we have (5.6) provided Rk-i is chosen so large that

Cmo maxCa,,ß,4j sup |J>£.tt¿(E)]¿fc*Afci?~*l) < V- □

We shall suppose in future that 0± have been completely specified and they

satisfy Lemma 5.2 for some fixed £i,0<£i<£o,??>0 suitably small and mo

suitably large (n < 1/10; mo > 7n + 6 will do). For this choice of 0±, define J^ by
(5.1). Two elementary properties of J^ deserve mention. First, by (5.5)

(5.8) J+4>=J-<t>   forall0GS(R")

(bar denotes complex conjugation). Secondly

(5.9) J±0GS(R")    if 0G(R")and0(£)=Owhen|£| <d

for some d > 0. To prove (5.9), write eix< = (x)~2N(l - A^^V**- for any N E N

so that

J±0(x) = (x)-2N [   eix*(l - Ae)N{£ío±^0(£)}di.
JRn

This and (5.7) imply that |J±0(x)| < Cn(x)~2N£°.  Similar reasoning applies to

the derivatives of J±0 and this proves (5.9).

Next we shall prove that J± are bounded. Since we will later need to consider

the boundedness of the operator (5.2) it is worthwhile to prove a general result

similar to Lemma 3.3, part (i) of [20].
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LEMMA 5.3.   (i) Suppose p E C°°(R3"), q E C°°(R2n) and

max sup      \D%D!*Dlp(x,y,Ç)\ = \p\o<oo,
|a|,|/3|,h|<m0 (l,y,£)6R3n

max sup     |D^D?q(x,£)| = |q|o < oo,
M,|/3|<m0 (x,£)£R2"

where mo > 7n + 6. Then the operators P± and Q± defined on S(Rn) by

P±0(x) = |    U ^x-^e^±^x^-e±^^p(x,y,i)(p(y)dy\ d£,

JRn

are well defined (the integration for P± performed in the indicated order) and extend

to bounded operators on L2(Rn) with operator norms

||P±||<cHo;     ||Q±||<c|g|o

for some c > 0 not depending on p or q.

(ii) J^ defined on S(Rn) by (5.1) extend to bounded linear operators on L2(Rn)

and for any f E Co°(R), J±f(Ho)(J±)* — f(Hn) are compact operators.

PROOF. We consider only the "—" case; the "+" case is similar (or use (5.5)).

(i) To prove Q~ is bounded it suffices to prove (Q~)* is bounded or that

Q-(Q~y is bounded. We have

Q-(Q-)*0(i)= /    /   e^x-^e^~^-e-^U{x,OWJ)mdydi.
JRnJRn

Therefore, once we have proved that ||P~|| < c|p|o we will have ||<5~(Q~)*|| < c|p|o,

where p(x,y, £) = g(x, £)o(y, £). Since |p|o < c'|o|q we need only prove ||P~|| <

c|p|o to prove (i).

To check that P~ is well defined, write e-*»'* as (£)_2Ar(l - Ay)e~iy< and

integrate by parts:

P-<p(x)= f   (0~2N f   «*€•<—»)(l-A,)JV{e*<,"(-'0-,"<»'0)
JR" Jr"

■P(x,y,£)<i>(v)}dydt.

Since the y derivatives of e~e (y,^p(x,y,£) are bounded (by (5.6)), the integral

over R2n exists if 2N > n - 1.

To prove P~ is bounded we shall change variables and then apply the Calderón-

Vaillancourt theorem [2]. Technically to justify each step, we treat the integral

defining P~ as an oscillatory integral.

To make this argument precise, begin by writing

0-(x,£)-0-(y,£)= /  Vx9-(y + s(x-y),0ds-(x-y).
Jo

Thus, the appropriate change of variables to make P~ a pseudodifferential operator

is

£' = $(£,x,y) = £+ f  Vx9-(y + s(x-y),i)ds.
Jo
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Using (5.6) it is not difficult to check that, for some C > 0,

\D2D*D}(*(t,x,y) - £)| < ^{^(l + |x|2 + |y|2)-^4

for all multi-indices a, ß, 7, where \a + ß\, [7) < mo- Also, by (5.6) we see that

£ —> $(£, x,y) has an inverse on all of R" provided 77 is small enough. Denoting

the inverse by *(£',x,y) we have

\DÏD$DÎ(*(£',x,y) - £')| < Ca,ß,^)-l(\ + \x\2 + \y\2)-^'A

for all multi-indices a, ß, 7 so that |a|, |/3|, j —y| < \mo say.

To circumvent integrability problems introduce a cut-off as follows. Choose

g E t?0°°(R"), o(£) = 1 if |£| < 1 and o(£) = 0 if |£| > 2. Then

P-0(x)=   lim   /     /    e^-yy^x^g(em,x,y))p(x,y,0<f>(y)dydi
e^0+JRnJRn

= lim   /    f   é(*-V^'g(sï')p(x,yMt:',x,y))
e^°+JR" JR"

■\detd^(e,x,y)\cp(y)dydi'.

Now apply the Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem [2]. Since

\D^DßyDj,g(si')p(x, y, *(£', x, y)) det Ôe*(£', x,y)\ < Ca¡0<1<9(£')"'IpIo

for ail |q|, |/3|, | —y| < \mo and all e, 0 < £ < 1, it follows that P_1 is bounded and

||P|| < c|p|o (c may depend on 0~).

(ii) Clearly the boundedness of Q~ implies the boundedness of J~. The operator

J-f(H0)(J-y is the special case of P" when p(x,y,£) = (27r)-™/(|£|2). We use

the expression for P~ obtained above but no cut-off is needed this time:

J-f(Ho)(J-y<t>-f(Ho)ct>

= [   [ e«*-yyt
JR"JRn

■ {f(\m^,y)\2)\àetd^(i,x,y)\- M\2)}4j(y)diydii

= / IJR" JR"

i(x-y)í g(ex)g(ey)

•{/(|*(£,x,y)|2)|deta£*(£,x,y)|-/(|£|2)}0(y)íii2/di£

+ f    f   e^-y^{l-g(ex)g(ey)}
JR"JR"

■ {f(\*(t:,x,y)\2)\detd^(t:,x,y)\- f(\c:\2my)diydit:,

where g E Co°(R") was defined in part (i) of this proof. The first integral operator

is compact because the kernel is in L2(R3n). Therefore to prove J~f(Ho)(J~)* -

f(Ho) is compact we need only show that the second integral expression defines

a bounded linear operator whose norm goes to 0 with e. Again we apply the

Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem [2]. Since

^D^{l-g(£x)g(£y)}{/(|*(£,x,y)|2)|deta^(£,x,2y)|-/(|£|2)}

<Ca,0n(l + e-2)-e^

(\a\, |/3|, j-yI < \m0), the result follows.    D
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Similar methods are applied in the next result to study (J^yj^1 — 1. Because

of the asymmetry of the dependence of 6±(x, £) on x and £ (see (5.6)), (J±)*J± is

less tractable than J1^«/*)*.

LEMMA 5.4. For any f E C§°(R), /(ffn)^)*^ - l]/(#o) are compact

operators. In particular J± satisfy (H4).

PROOF. The second conclusion is a consequence of the first because the first con-

clusion implies that R^(f)[(J±)*J± - l}R^(f) are compact and because e~liH° —>

0 weakly as |i| —» oo by the Riemann Lebesgue lemma. These two observations

imply

R±(f)[(J±yj± - l]R±(f)e-ltH° -» 0   strongly as \t\ -> oo

which is (H4).

Clearly, proving the first statement is equivalent to showing

J/(fio)[(J±)V± - l\f(Ho)7*

are compact. (7 is the Fourier transform.) We consider the "-" case, the "+" case

being similar (or see (5.8)). The argument parallels that for Lemma 5.3, part (i).

If 0 G S(Rn) and 0(£) = 0 when |£| < d for some d > 0, then by (5.9)

?f(Ho)(j-yj-f(H0)rm = / 0ki2) |Rn jRn e«-«-*)

•e^^-e^«»/(^l£l2)^(£)ái£áix.

Since

0-(x, £) - 0-(x,c) = (J  V€0-(x,c + •(€ - c))ds^j ■ (£ - c),

the appropriate change of variable to reduce the above expression to a pseudodif-

ferential operator is

x'= $(x, £, ç-) = /   Vz0-(x,t + 8{t-e))da + x.
Jo

From (5.6) we have

\DaxD¡D-¡{^(x, £,f) - x}| < C^x}1-!*!-^! + l£|2 + k|2)_1/4

(|a|,|/3 + 7I < mo) and we see that the function x —> $(x, £, ç) has an inverse

$(x', £, c) on all of Rn for each fixed £ and ç provided n is chosen suitably small.

Moreover # G C°°(R3n) and

(5.10)    \D«,D¡D?(dx,*(x', £,?) - 1)| < C7QA7(x')-l«l-^(l + |£|2 + M2)"1/4

(\a\,\ß\,\1\<m0/2).
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To avoid integrability problems introduce a cut-off function. Choose g E Co°(Rn)

so that g(x) = 1 if |x| < 1 and g(x) = 0 if |x| > 2. Then

7f(Ho)(J-yj-f(Ho)7*^(c)

=  lim f(\\c\2\ í    f   e«(€-ä-*(*.*.f)
e-^o+J V2m J JRnJRn

■g(e^(x,i,ç))f(^\t:\2^i;(c:)diidix'

•/Ql£|2)|detr3I^(x',£,f)|0(£)o;i£dix'

by changing variables. Applying the Fourier inversion formula to [f(Ho)}2, we have

7f(H0)[(J-yj--l]f(H0)7*m

= Ä/(^'2)/RJR/<I,(£-f)^

• / (¿l£l2) {I detd^ix', £,c)| - 1}0(£) di£dix.

For fixed £, the above integral defines a compact integral operator because the

kernel is in L2(R3n). Therefore to prove compactness it suffices to show that these

operators converge in operator norm. This is done by appealing to the Calderón-

Vaillancourt theorem [2]. By (5.10), we have: for 0 < £i < £o

\Dax,DiD'¡{(g(e'x)-g(ex))f (j|c|2) / (¿|£|2) (det^^x, £,f)) - 1)}|

<Ca,ßn(l + (l/e)2y>"

for all multi-indices a, ß, 7, so that |a|, |/3|, [7! < mo/2. Therefore, by the Calderón-

Vaillancourt theorem, 7f(Ho)[(J~)*J~ — l]f(Ho)7* is the limit of a sequence

of compact operators which is Cauchy in operator norm. This establishes the

lemma.    □

6. Long range nonoscillatory potentials. In this section we prove (Theorem

6.1) the special case of Theorem 1.1 when U = 0. Thus, we consider Ho — — ̂A

and H = Hq + Vs + V where Vs satisfies (SR)i and V satisfies (LRl). (See the

Introduction.)

THEOREM 6.1. Let V3 satisfy (SR)i and V satisfy (LRl), and let J± be the
bounded operators on L2(Rn) defined by (5.1). Let Ho = -\A and H = Ho +
Vs + V. Then H is selfadjoint with domain D(H) = D(Hq)- The wave operators

fi* = Q±(H,Ho\J±) exist and are complete (i.e. their ranges R(ü±) are both

equal to the subspace of continuity of H), and (fi* - J±)R^(f) are compact for

any f E C^^O, 00)) and a, \ai < 0 < 1 (01 as in (5.4)). In particular H has no

singularly continuous spectrum.

REMARK 6.2. (a) The proof that H is selfadjoint is elementary; it goes as

follows. First Vs + V is /Yo-compact, i.e. (Vs -I- V)(Hq + 1)_1 is compact because
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Vs is by hypothesis and V(Hq + 1) 1 is the limit in operator norm of the operators

F(|x| < r)V(H0 + l)-1.Eo([0, r)) as r -> oo, which are compact (by Theorem VI.23,

p. 210 of [40]). Consequently H is selfadjoint on D(H) = D(H0) by the Kato-

Rellich theorem ([41, p. 162] or see [43, Corollary 2, p. 113]). Also the essential

spectrum of H is the same as that of Ho, i.e. [0, oo) [43, Corollary 2, p. 113].

Therefore EcE([0, oo)) = Ec. Theorem 6.1 can be established therefore by verifying

hypotheses (HI) through (H6) and appealing to Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 4.4.

(b) The assumption (SR)i in Theorem 6.1 is convenient but it is not the best

possible. We require the following conditions for the following proofs to apply with

no substantial change:

(1) H = -A + V + Vs is selfadjoint,
(2) (H - z)_1 - (H0 - z)~x is compact for some (hence all) z E C\R,

(3) ||(flo + l)-lg\(xlr)Va{H - z)~l\\ e L1((l,cx¡)dr), for some k E N and

z E C\R, with gi as in (SR)i.
We must therefore verify hypotheses (HI) through (H6). Hypothesis (HI) is

verified with M = L2(Rn) because H is selfadjoint (Remark 6.2(a)) and J± are

bounded (Lemma 5.3, part (ii)). We proceed to check the remaining five hypotheses

in a series of lemmas. To check (H2) and (H3), we require two lemmas. To state

the first, introduce the following functions. For each a, a', -1 < a1 < a < 1, let

Xa',<j be a real C°°([—1,1]) function so that

ran n    }l   il r > \(2o+ o'),

LEMMA 6.3. Suppose gi G C°° (R2n) and that for any compact set K Ç Rn{0}

and all ß in Nn

(6.2) \D¡qi(x, £)| < Cß,K(x)mi-eo)    for all x E Rn, £ G K (e0 as in (LRl)).

Suppose also that gi(x, £) = 0 if \x\ < 1. For each a,a', -1 < a' < a < 1, define

the operators Q± on 7* (C§°(Rn)\{0})) by

Q±0(x) = j   elx<qi(x, £) {1 - X<r> (i^|) } <Â(£) ¿t

(0 G C§°(R"\{0})). Then, for each f E Cg°((0,oo)), Q±R0t(f) (which is defined
on S(Rn)) extends to a compact operator on jL2(R"), provided 6 in (2.2) is small

enough (6 = 6(a — a', /)). Moreover, for each I E N

(6.3) ||F(|x|>r)Q±Ä±(/)||<C,(l + r)-i,        r > 0.

Essentially this result says that R„(f)4> is localized, as would be expected, on

the support Xo',<t(Tx- £/|x| |£|). A proof of Lemma 6.3 is provided in the Appendix.

Observe that, if gi(x,£) = el9±i-x¿\ then gx satisfies (6.2) (by (5.7)).

LEMMA 6.4. Suppose q2 E C°°(R2n) and for every compact set K Ç R"\{0}

and every ß E N™

\D\qi(x, 01 < Cß,K{x)mi-ea)    for all (x, £) G R" X K

(e0 as in (LRl)). Define the operator Q on /*(Co°°(R™\{0})) by

Q0(x) = /   e-«g2(x, £)0(£) d£,        0 G Co°°(R"\{0}).
^R"
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Then, for any f G Cq°((0, oo)), any a, -1 < a < 1, and any l G N

||F (|x| < ¿r) QRf(f)F(\x'\ >r)\\< Ct(\ + r)~l.

A proof of Lemma 6.4 is provided in the Appendix.

Verify now (H2) and (H3).

LEMMA 6.5. Let H, H0, and J* be as in Theorem 6.1. Then (H2) and (H3)
are valid.

PROOF. We consider only the "—" case; the "+" case is similar. (Or use (5.8)

and (2.4).)

We choose the constant 00 of (H2) and (H3) so that 01 < 00 < 0, where 01 is

the constant in the definition (5.4) of 0±. Choose gi E C°°(Rn) satisfying (1.4).

Let / G Co°((0,00)). We shall prove that, for z E C\R, and 0, a0 < a < 1,

(6.4) \\(H - z)-\HJ- - J-H0)R-(f)gi(x'/r)\\ E L1 ((1,00),dr).

Since the left side of (6.4) is a decreasing function of r, it must go to 0 as r —> 00,

by (6.3). Thus

(H-z)~1(HJ--J-Ho)R-(f)

= lim (H - z)-x(HJ- - J-Ho)Rn-(f) (l - g
r—»oo \

Thus (H — z)_1(HJ — J~Ho)R„ (/) is the limit of compact operators and hence

compact (f(Ho)(l — gi(x'/r)) is clearly compact). Therefore (6.4) implies (H2) and

it clearly implies (H3).

Thus it suffices to prove (6.4). As a preliminary we show that (Ho + l)kJ~ f(H0)

is bounded for any k E N. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3, part

(i) applied when g there is

q(x, £) = / (I|£|2) e-<*-€-*-(».«(j _ Ax)fc{eíx.í+¿e-(*,£)}

which is bounded along with all its derivatives by (5.7). Now consider the left-hand

side of (6.4); it is bounded by

Iv^H-zy'i gi
6x

J-RâU)gi

IKrYo + lXtf-*)-1!

11(^0 +l)fcJ-Äff-(/)|| +

(tfo + ir^gi^Cfïo + l) -k

(H - zy'KHo + V)J- - J-Ho\R-(f)gi   -

(Recall that (H - z) X(HJ - J Ho)Ra (f) is interpreted as a sesquilinear form.)

The first term is integrable by Lemma 6.4 and so is the second by assumption

(SR)i. ((H0 + 1)(H - z)'1 is bounded because D(H) = D(H0)-) Thus to prove

(6.4), we need only consider the third term or equivalently prove (6.4) in the case

Vs = 0. Assume therefore that Vs = 0.

If 0 G S(Rn) and 0 G Cf0DO(R"\{0}) so that J"0 G S(Rn) (by (5.9)), then we

may write

(HJ' - J~Ho)cp(x) = /   eix.%(x, £)0(£) d£,
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where

<?2(x,£) = e^(^){^¡£ + V:c0-(x,£)|2-i|£|2+y(x)-^A:c0-(x,£)}.

Using (5.7), one easily checks that g2 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6.4. We

shall apply Lemma 6.4 in a moment but first observe that, because the left side of

(6.4) is bounded and decreasing in r, we may restrict attention to when r is large.

The left side of (6.4) is bounded by

\\(H - z)"1!! [[(I - gi(6x/r))(HJ- - J~ H0)R-(f)gi(x/r)\\

+ \\(H - zr'gitfx/ryHJ- - J~H0)RZ(f)gi(x/r)\\.

By Lemma 6.4, the first term is an integrable function of r and we are left to

consider the second term. For 0 G S(Rn)

gi (j^j (HJ- - J-H0)R-(f)gi (^) 0(x)

(6-5) = j^qi(x,t) (l-Wo (ifili)) (KU)9i (*)<!>)  (0^£

+ j   eix<+i$-^q(x, £) (R-(f)gi (*) 0)~(£) d£,

where

Qi(x,0 = gi Í — J g2(x,£),

We shall show that both terms on the right side of (6.5) are bounded by

(7(1 + r)_1-í° 11011 which will complete the proof. This is true for the first term by

Lemma 6.3. As for the second term, we apply Lemma 5.3. To do so, we require

estimates on the derivatives of q which are obtained as follows. By Lemma 5.2

g{x,i) = -%-gi (^J Ax0-(x,£)x„lffo (|^J

provided £ is in the support of /(5|£|2) and r is suitably large. For such £ and r,

we have by (5.7)

|D^g(x,£)|<CQ,/3(l + r)-1-£°

for all multi-indices a,ß. Applying Lemma 5.3 gives the result.    D

Proceed now to verify (H4), (H5) and (H6). Since (H4) was dealt with in Lemma

5.4, we consider (H5) next.

LEMMA 6.6.   Let H, Ho and J^ be as in Theorem 6.1.  Then (H5) is valid.

PROOF. Choose / Ç (0, oo) to be compact and {/m}meN in Cq°((0, oo)) so that

/m(A) = 1 if 1/m < A < m, and fm is real. We must prove that the operators

£ci;(/)[J±/m(r7o)(J±)* - l]E(I)Ee

are compact for all m suitably large. By Lemma 5.3, part (ii), J±fm(Ho)(J±)* —

fm(Ho) is compact and so it suffices to prove that

= EcE(I)[fm(H0) - 1}E(I)EC
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is compact. If m is so large that J Ç (1/m, m), then E(I) = fm(H)E(I) and it is

therefore enough to prove fm(Ho) ~ fm(H) is compact. Consider therefore the set

A of all continuous functions / such that f(H) - f(H0) is compact. We shall show,

by using the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, that A consists of all continuous functions

/ for which /(A) —» 0 as |A| —> oo. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we need only

show A is a closed nonvoid algebra, closed under complex conjugation. Certainly

A is nonvoid because

(H - z)-1 - (Ho - z)-1 = (H- z)~l(V + V3)(H0 - z)-1

is compact. (See Remark 6.2(a).) Also A is clearly an algebra which is closed under

complex conjugation. Finally A is closed in the topology of uniform convergence

(on the one-point compactification of R), because the set of compact operators is

closed in operator norm. Now, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem fm(H) - fm(Ho)

is compact.    D

LEMMA 6.7.   Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, (H6) is valid.

PROOF. We prove that Ry(fi)(J+yj~R^,(f2) is compact whenever 0,0' > 0

and /i,/a G Co°((0,00)). The other case when all signs are reversed is proved

similarly or by using (2.4) and (5.8).

Our task may be simplified by applying Lemma 6.3. To do so, define gi G

C°°(Rn) as before (in (1.4)). Then for any 0 G S(Rn)

J-it+(/2)0(x)= /    e-«+iö-^«)(l-g1(x))(ü!+(/2)0r(£)di£
JRn

+ /R/^+íe"(x'í)9iW(l-Xo,CT'(-^))(^(/2)^H£)d1£

+ ¡n/xî+ie~(x'Qgi(x)xo,c' (-|nf ) «'(/2)<¿HOdi£.

The first two integral expressions define compact operators; the first has a square

integrable kernel and the second is by Lemma 6.3. A similar decomposition applies

to J+Ry(fi). Therefore to prove the compactness of Ry(fi)(J+)* J_i2^",(/2), it

suffices to prove the compactness of the integral operator which maps 0 G S(R")

to

//JRn JR
(6.6) /      /     elx^-^eix-{i-ç)J(6-(x,i)-e+(x,ç))

\2.. /        X' £ \ _.        (  X-t

'{9l{x))x^\Wi\)x^\\A\^\

■h(^\^h(^\é)mdiídix.

(The inner integral over £ defines a function of x which is in S(Rn); see the proof of

(5.9).) To complete the proof we shall write elx■«-<) = \tl-p\~2N(-Ax)Neix^-^

(for any integer N) and integrate by parts in the above integral. For this to make

sense we must check that \ç — £| jt 0, but

k-£|>¿[x.f-x.£]>Í0k| + ^0'|£|
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on the support of the integrand in (6.6). Technically, to justify the integration by

parts, we introduce a cut-off function g where g(x) — 1 - gi(x). Then (6.6) may be

rewritten as

lim   /    /   eÍX<^eW-^-e+^g(-)(gi(x))2
r-^oo JRn JRn \r/

■Ä" (-riïï) Ä" (m)h Glfl')h Gl£l°)kí)d¡(i,x

=   lim   /     /    elxU^](-Ax)N

. {««.-<„<,-.♦<„»„ (Í) (91(I))J. ^ (_^|) xo,„ (jij.) }

•li-cl-2"'/. (|lit3) A (flil2) *(0*iif-

To estimate the integrand, recall (5.7):

<-*•>" {«"•-<"«-í+'«»9(ï) M*»W (-rj¡f¡) », (gß)}
< 0,(1)-"'"

(assuming for the moment that £0 < 1). Therefore, if N is so large that iVeo > \n,

then the integrand in the last integral expression above is in L2(R3n). We may

therefore take the limit inside the integrals (eliminating g) and we are left with an

integral operator with kernel in L2(R3n) which is therefore compact. The proof is

complete.    D

PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1. As noted in Remark 6.2(a) the theorem follows once

hypotheses (HI) through (H6) have been verified. Since H is selfadjoint (Remark

6.2(a)) and J* are bounded by Lemma 5.3, part (ii), hypothesis (HI) is verified.

We have verified (H2) and (H3) in Lemma 6.5, (H4) in Lemma 5.4, (H5) in Lemma

6.6 and (H6) in Lemma 6.7.    □

7. Theorem 1.1.  In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1. The Hamiltonian is

H = -¿A + ¿(AÍ7) + i|V£/|2 + V + Vs,

at least formally, but to avoid unnecessarily restrictive assumptions on U, H will be

defined as by means of sesquilinear forms. To be more precise we follow Combescure

[3] (or [34]) and define the form

Hi = \e-u(V/i)e2U(V/i)e-u

(written in operator notation) with form domain

D(H{/2) = euD((H0 + I)1'2) D D(Hi).

(Recall that U E L°°(Rn) by assumption (LR2) so that the multiplication operator

eu is bounded and has bounded inverse e~u.) This form is a densely defined,

nonnegative selfadjoint operator Hi [24, Theorem 2.23, p. 331]. Now H can be

defined as H = Hi + V + V3. To check that H is well defined, observe that

(V + Va)(Hi + 1)_1 is compact because

(V + Va)(Hi + I)"1 = (V + Vs)eu(Ho + l)~1/2(H0 + l)1/2e~u(Hi + l)"1
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and Vseu(Ho + 1) 1^2 is compact (see Remark 6.2(a)). It follows as in Remark

6.2(a) that H is a selfadjoint operator with domain

(7.1) D(H) = D(Hi)ÇeuD((H0 + l)1/2)

and essential spectrum the same as that of Hi which is a subset of [0, oo), because

Hi is nonnegative. Therefore

(7.2) E([0,oo))Ec = Ec.

In addition, since D(H) = D(Hi)

(7.3) Va(H — z)'1 is compact for any z E C\R.

REMARK 7.1. The remainder of this section is devoted to verifying hypotheses

(HI) through (H6) for an appropriate choice of the operators J±. By Corollary

4.4, we will conclude the Vl^ = 0±(iii", HoiJ^) exist and are isometries with range

E([0,oo))Ec(L2(Rn)) = Ec(L2(Rn)) (by (7.2)). This implies that the continu-

ous spectrum of H is [0, oo), by Lemma 3.2. The essential spectrum contains

the continuous spectrum, i.e. [0, oo), but is also contained in [0, oo) according to

the preceding discussion. Thus we will conclude that the essential spectrum is

[0, oo). To verify Theorem 1.1, we therefore only need to verify hypotheses (HI)

through (H6). Moreover, we will also be able to conclude from Theorem 3.1 that

(fi* — J±)R^:(f) axe compact for any / G Cfo°((0, oo)) and any a > oq (where

oo > 0i and 0i is as in the definition (5.4) of 0±).

It remains therefore to define J^ and verify (HI) through (H6). The definition

of J* is not quite the same as for the proof of Theorem 6.1, where J* were defined

by (5.1), but those operators again play a role and are therefore denoted by Jq :

(5.1') JQt<i>(x)= f   e^+îe±^0(£)d!£       (0GS(R"))

(where 0^ are defined by (5.4)). We have already seen that Jq extend to bounded

operators on L2(Rra) in Lemma 5.3, part (ii). We define J^ = euJq, where

eu acts multiplicatively, and we have J^ are bounded because U E L°°(R") by

assumption (LR2). Hypothesis (HI) is therefore satisfied. We proceed now to verify

(H2) through (H6) in two lemmas. Before doing so it is instructive to do the formal

computation analogous to (5.2) when H = -\A + \AU + ¿|V£/|2 + V + Vs:

(HJ- -J-Ho)R-(f)4>

= VsJ-R-(f)ct>+ I
JR"

eixH+i(0-(x,a-iU(x))

i^ + Vx0'(x,£)|2-i|£|2 + V(x)-|A:!;0-(x,£)

+ Qv*) • W + VxO-(x, £)) - U(x) 0VX) • (Vx9-(x, £)) j

■(RzmtnoM,
where we have written (Vx?7) = (VX)U - U(VX). It is clear that the integrand is

short range in x, but because U may not be differentiate, the proof of (H2) will

have to take a different approach.
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LEMMA 7.2. Let Ho = — 5A and H and J^ be defined as above (i.e. as in

Theorem 1.1).  Then (H2) and (H3) are valid.

PROOF. We prove only the "-" case of (H2) and (H3). The "+" case is similar

(or use (5.8) and (2.4)).

This proof parallels that of Lemma 6.5 and so we shall only emphasize the

additional arguments required. As in the proof of Lemma 6.5 (see (6.3)), to verify

(H2) and (H3) it suffices to prove that

(7.5) \\(H - z)-\HJ- - J-H0)R-(f)gi(x'/r)\\ G L\(í, oo) dr)

for z E C\R, oo < 0 < 1 and / G ^((O.oo)), where gi G C°°(Rn) is as before

(see (1.4)).

As before we observe that (Ho + l)kJ0~f(Ho) is a bounded operator.   It is

therefore possible to write the operator in (7.5) as

(7.6)

(H-z)-1(HJ--J-H0)R;(f)gi

(H - zy'e^KHo + V)JQ- - JöHo}R-(f)gi    -

+ {(H-z)-1(e-u eu)}í[JóHoR~(f)gi^

+ {(H - z)~1V(eu - e~u)} {jrjR.Ufa (j) }

+ {(H - z)~W - 1)} | J0-ñ-(/)gi (~J }

+ {(H - zfle-u(Ho + 1)1/2(H0 + l)-1/2euVs}

■ |(/Jo + l)-fc(#o + l)fcJ0-iü-(/)gi (yÇj } .

We shall now apply Lemma 6.4 to show that each term but the first has norm

integrable in r > 1. The estimates for each term except the first are all alike. For

example the norm of the last term is bounded by

(7.7) UV.iff-*)-1!
V r

+ \\(H0 + l)1/2e-u(H-z)-1\\

(Ho + i)-^2euVagi(^yHo + l)-k (Ho + l)kJöR-(f)\\.

Both of the terms in (7.7) are integrable; the first by Lemma 6.4 and the second by

assumption (SR)i/2. The second through fifth terms of (7.6) are handled similarly.

Each is the product of two bounded factors in braces between which we insert

1 = <?i (6x/r) + (1 - gi (6x/r)). The first factor times gi (6x/r) on the right has norm

integrable in r > 1 by assumption (LR2). The second factor times (1 - gi(6x/r))

is integrable by Lemma 6.4.
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Therefore to prove (7.5), we need only prove that the norm of the first term on

the right of (7.6) has norm integrable in r > 1. The argument given in the proof

of Lemma 6.5 applies here. (The argument starting after we assume Vs = 0 there.)

This completes the proof of (7.5).    D

LEMMA 7.3. Let H0, H and J* be as in Theorem 1.1. Then (H4), (H5) and
(H6) are valid.

PROOF. Observe that (eu - l)(H0 + 1)~1/2 is compact, because

(eu - 1)(H0 + 1)"1/2 = lim P(|x| < r)(eu - 1)(H0 + îy^En^r]).
r—>oo

Therefore, for any z G C\R

(7.8) (eu - l)(H - z)-1 = eu(eu - 1)(H0 + l)~1/2(H0 + l)1/2e~u(H - z)'1

is compact (see (7.1)). Similarly, if / G Cq°((0, oo)), then

(7.9) (eu - l)j£f(H0) = (eu - 1)(H0 + l)"1^ + l)j£f(H0)

are compact because (Ho +1) J^ f(Ho) are bounded. (See the proof of Lemma 6.4.)

To prove (H4) it suffices to prove the compactness of the operators

f(H0)[(J±yj± - l]f(H0)

= f(H0)[(J±)*J0± - l}f(Ho) + /(/JoH^He2" - 1)^ - l]/(#o).

(See the proof of Lemma 5.4.)  But the first term is compact by Lemma 5.4 and

the second by (7.9).
Similarly, to prove (H6), we write

RïMi^r^KïM = ̂ (/iX^n^R^/s)
+ Rl(fi)(Jo±y(e2U-l)J*R±(h)-

The first term is compact by Lemma 6.7 and the second by (7.9).

It remains to prove (H5). We must prove the compactness of

Sci;(/)[et/J0±/in(JrJo)(Jo±)*eC/ - 1]E(I)EC

or equivalently of

£ci;(/)[J0±/m(Fo)(Jo±)* - i]E(I)Ec

(by (7.8)) for m large enough. The proof of Lemma 6.6 will apply if we show that

(H - z)*1 - (Hq - z)~x is compact for z E C\R.  By (7.8) this is equivalent to

proving the compactness of

(H - zy'lHe" - e-uH0}(Ho - z)'1

1 '"      -' [ -" [\v\ (e2u - 1) (M + (V + Vs)eu
ji*-»)-*

e~u (Ho - z)
-l

and this last expression is compact by (7.3). The proof of Lemma 6.6 now applies

to prove (H5).    D
PROOF OF THEOREM l.l. It has already been noted in Remark 7.1 that the

theorem follows once (HI) through (H6) have been verified. Hypothesis (HI) is

clear and the other hypotheses were established in Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2.    D

Finally we briefly discuss Example 1.2.
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EXAMPLE 1.2. Define H on L2(Rn) (n > 2) formally by

H = H0 + ar~0sinbragi(x) + a'r'0' sin6VQ'(l - gi(x)) + V + Vs    (r = |x|),

where a + ß > 1 and 2a + ß > 3; ß' + a' < 1 and a' < 0; a, b, a', b' E R and

gi G Cf°°(Rn) satisfies (1.4), V satisfies (LRl) and Vs acts multiplicatively and

satisfies (SR)i/2.

It may assist the reader's understanding if we note that the cut-off functions gi

and 1 - gi are only intended to separate the singularities at 0 and at oo and are not

completely necessary. Also note that ß < 0 is possible so that completeness of the

wave operators means quantum particles must tunnel through the potential walls.

It is worthwhile noting what types of terms Vs may incorporate. Since Vs acts

multiplicatively, it commutes with eu (U as in (LRl)) and so Vaeu satisfies (SR)i/2

if and only if Va does. Also Va may incorporate local singularities; for example

Vs(x) = |x - a|-1+£(l + \x\)~2£ (a G R"; £ > 0). Another possibility is that

Vs(x) —> 0 as |x| —► oo and Vs is some directional derivative D of a function U\,

satisfying (LR2): Va = (D)Ui - UX(D).

These observations are useful because Va will absorb unwanted terms. We define

*M = -¿^(zK^^sin^ - 7^)î(l -gi{x))r-0'-2"'+2smb>r"'.

Then if we compute ^ AÍ7+^ |VZJ|2 we get the two oscillatory terms of the potential

of H plus terms that satisfy (SR)i/2 plus one nonoscillatory term from |Vi/|2 satis-

fying (LRl). Adjusting V + Va appropriately we see that H satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem 1.1.    D

Appendix. Here we provide proofs of Theorem 2.2, and Lemma 6.3 and 6.4.

The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on the following lemma.

LEMMA A.l. Let K be a compact subset of an open set U Ç Rn. For any

m G N and C > 0, there is C > 0 so that

<C(l + \uj\)-m    sup    sup|Da0(£)|    for all real oj,
0<\a\<m £€K

for all 0 G CFW) and all real h in Cm+1(U) such that |V/i(£)| > 1/C" if £ G K
and \Dah(i)\ < C if £ EU, 1 < |a| < m + 1.

For a proof of this result see [15, Lemma A.l or 42, p. 37].

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. We consider the case t > 0 only, because the other

case follows similarly, or by taking the complex conjugate (by (2.4)).

To show fi-(/)0 = f(Ho)T*F(M-)Tnf(Ho)4> belongs to S(Rn) whenever 0

does, it suffices to show that (T*F(My)%) belongs to ^(R") if * G S(R2n) (by

Lemma 2.1). But this is clear from (2.5).

(a) Set g = fif. To establish (a), we shall prove that

/'

,¿w/i(£) ¿(£)d£

F(MZai)Tne-ÜH°g(Ho)r;F(My)
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is compact and has suitably bounded operator norm. If $ G J2(R2n), then

(F(MZai)Tne-ltH°g(Ho)T;F(Ma)y)(x,q)

= Xm+ (x,q)(F(M-)^\TneitH"g(Ho)nxq)
-<7

= XM+   (*>«) //     (t-ltHog(Ho)nyp\rixq)y(y,p)dydp,
-"> JJM-

where xm denotes the indicator function for the set M. Thus we have an integral

operator with kernel k(x,q,y,p), where

k(x,q,y,p)=xM+   (x,q)xM-(y,p)

• jKn e«x-yyt-^/2g Q1£|2) r)(£ - g)^(£ - p) d£.

Since fc has compact support in p and g, it suffices to show that

(A.l) k(x,q,y,p)<Cm(l+oj)-m

for any m G N, where w = |x| + |j/| + t for then ||fc||i,2(R™) < C/(l + t)1 for any

/ G N and this implies the compactness of RZai(fi)e~liH Ry (f) and the required

bound for its operator norm (by [40, Theorem VI.23, p. 210]. To establish (A.l),

we need only apply Lemma A.l when

M£) = ^((x-y)-£-^|£|2).

The only hypothesis of Lemma A.l which is not trivially verified is that |V/i(£)| is

bounded below, i.e. for some c > 0

(A.2) |x - y - í£| > cüj

whenever (x,g) G M±ai, (y,p) E My, |£ - g| < 6, |£ - p\ < 6 and g(i|£|2) ^ 0.

To verify this, one first shows that (x, £) G MZaz and (y, £) G M~2 for some o2,03

such that 0i < 03 < 02 < o, provided <5 is sufficiently small. (The choice of 8

depends only on a — o2 and 03 — 01, and on the lower bound for the support of

g.) This proves that the angle between x and £ is strictly larger than the angle

between y and £ so that (one easily checks) |x — y\ > c'(\x\ + \y\) for some c' > 0.

Replacing y in this argument by y + í£ and noting \y + i£| > c"(|y| + i|£|) gives

(A.2) and establishes (a) of Theorem 2.2.

(b) We derive (b) (when t > 0) from (c) and afterwards prove (c).   For any
0GL2(Rn)

\\R¿(f)e-ÜH°<p\\ < \\R¿(f)e-ÜH°F(\x\ < b\t\)\\ ||0||

+ ||fí+(/)||||P(|x|>6|í|)0||

and the first term on the right goes to 0 as t —» 00 by (c) and the second term

clearly goes to 0. This proves (b).

(c) If we show that, whenever b > 0 is sufficiently small

\\F(\x\ < bt)e-ÜH°f(Ho)T;F(My)\\ < C«(l + t)~l,        t > 0,
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for every / G N then the result will follow. By (2.5) we have

F(\x\ < bt)e-ÜH°f(Ho)T;F(My)*)(x)

= X\x\<bt(x)[     if    e^x-y^/2^2f(^\2)r)(C-q)^(y,q)dydqdC
JRn J JM~

for * in JX(R2") n L2(R2n). Thus we have an integral operator from J2(R2n) to

L2(R") with kernel K where

K(x,y,q) = X\x\<bt(x)xM-(y,Q) f   e*"'-»)-^*!«'*/ (èlÉ|a)fl€ - g);d|.

It therefore suffices to prove that, for any m G N

(A.3) ||ií(x,2/,g)||<Cm(l+u;)-m,

where ¡xi = \y\ + t. (Notice K(x,y,q) has compact support in g.)

Thus we need only prove (A.3) for suitable o > 0 and 8 > 0, and this is done by

applying Lemma A.l when

h(0 = -\i-(x-y)-Ue .
UJ   [ I

As above, the only hypothesis of Lemma A. 1 which is not trivially satisfied is that

|V/i(£)| is bounded below, i.e. for some c > 0,

|x — y — í£| > ctú

whenever |x| < ht, (y,p) G My, |£ - p\ < 8, and /(1¡|£|2) ^ 0. To verify this, first

observe that (y, £) G M~2 for some o2, —1 < o2 < a, provided 8 is small enough

(8 depends on a — (-1) and the lower bound of the support of /). It follows that

|2/ + í£| >c'(|y| + i|£|) so that

|x-y-í£|>c'(|2/| + í|£|)-6|í|>c(|í/| + í)

for some c > 0 provided b is small enough (6 too depends on a + 1 and the lower

bound of the support of /). Thus Lemma A.l is applicable and (A.3) is established

and this completes the proof.    D

PROOF OF LEMMA 6.3. It suffices to prove equation (6.3) for this will prove

that Q±Rp(f) are the limit in operator norm of the compact operators

P(|x| < r)Q±f(Ho) and hence are compact. We prove the "—" case of (6.2) only;

the "+" case is similar. (Or use (5.5) and (2.4).)

For 0 G S(R") we have, by (2.5)

Q-KUmx) = /b- ¡jM_ ̂«Lfefl {i J x„> (fife)}

■ f (^\2HH - p)(Tnf(H0)qj)(y,p)dydpdt:

= if     f   (x-yr2Ne^x-y\l-A,)N
J JM~ JRn

)}f(m2Hc-p)
x-t

x\\Ú,

■ (Tnf(H0)4>)(y,p) d£ dy dp,
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where we have written e«-(»-v) = (x - y)~2N(l - A^e'^*-^ (N E N) and

integrated by parts.

Now observe that, for some constant c > 0

(A.4) \x - y\ > c(\x\ + \y\)

provided (y,q) E My, (x, £) g M-/3(2a+al), |£ - q\ < 8 and /(¿|£|2) ¿ 0 (i.e. on

the support of the above integrand) and provided 8 is small enough. The proof of

(A.4) is the same as that of (A.2) (when t = 0 there) in the proof of Theorem 2.2

above.

From the hypotheses we have

x-£
(A.5) (1-AC)* gi(x,£W 1-x<t',<t }/(^|2)^-p)MI€L

<CN(x)2N^-^.

Combining (A.4) and (A.5) with the earlier expression for Q~Ry(f)<f> we see that

\Q-R-(f)4>(x)\<CN jfj\ l + lxl |2\-JVe0|
Tvf(Ho)(p)(y,p)\dydpdi,

where the integral is over {(y,p, £): |£ — p\ < 8 and £ is in the support of /(j> |£|2)}-

Since T„f(Ho) is bounded and N is arbitrary this implies (6.3) (by Schwarz's in-

equality) .    D

PROOF OF LEMMA 6.4. Make the following decomposition:

F(\x\<¡r)QRt(f)F(\x'\>r)

= F (|x| < |r) Qf(Ho)r;F(Mt)F ({(y,p): \y\ > ¡r}) Tnf(Ho)F(\x'\ > r)

+ F{\x\ < ir)Qf(H0)T;f(M±)F({(y,p):\y\ < §r}) T„f{H0)F(\x'\ > r).

We shall prove that, for any / G N

(A.6) \\F(\x\ < lr)Qf(HQ)T*F({(y,q):\y\ > ¡r})\\ < d(l + r)~l,

(A.7) \\F ({(y,q): \y\ < §r}) rvf(H0)F(\x'\ > r)\\ < Q(l + r)~l.

In view of the above decomposition, these inequalities will establish the result

provided one also notes that ||P(|x| < \r)Qf(Ho)\\ < Crnl2 (by [40, Theorem

VI. 23, p. 210]).
The proof of (A.6) is like the proof of Lemma 6.3. For # G 5(R2n) we have, by

(2.5)

¡|p(|x| < \r)Qf(Ho)r;F({(y,p):\y\ > §r})*f

= /      / / /      eii(I-tfW,e)/(àl&2)
J\x\<r/3   JR" JRn J\y\>2r/3

■r)(i-p)^(y,p)dydpdi dx

fill'J\x\<r/3   JR" JRn J\y\>2r/3

(x-y)-2Nei^x-i'Hl-Ai) N

{92(x,£)/(i|£|2)i?(£-p)}^,p)d2/dpd£ dx,
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where we have written el^'^x~y^ — (x — y)~2N(l — A^)Nel^x~y^ and integrated by

parts. Since |x| < |r and y > |r, (x-y) > C(y) > C'(l + r) > C"(x), for positive

constants C, C', C". By hypothesis

|(1 - A¿N {q2(x, £)/ (I|£|2) r)(£ - p)}\ < CN(x)2N^

so that

\\F (|x| < |r) Qf(HoVnF ({(y,p): \y\ < §r}) tt||2

< C(l + r)""2'   / I  f[(x - 2/)-2N£l+2i+(n+l)/2

- <w>-("+1)/2|*(!/,p)|dydpdi dx,

where the integral is over {(x, £,p, y): \x\ < |r, £ in the support of /(^l2),

\p - £| < 8, y E R"}. Applying Schwarz' inequality establishes (A.6). (Take

2Nsi>2l + ^(n + l).)
Inequality (A.7) follows similarly. We have

P({(y,p):|y|<|r})r?,/(7Jo)P(|x'|>r)0

= F ({(y,p): \y\ < ¡r}) (0P(|x'| > r)f(H0)Vw)

which is an integral operator from J2(R") to L2(R2n) with kernel

k(y,P>X>) = X\y\<2r/3{y)X\x>\>r(x')(f(Ho)r)yp)(x')

= X\y\<2r/3(y)X\x>\>r(x') f     ̂  {x'~y) f (i|£|2) ftt ~ P) ̂
JRn

by the Fourier inversion formula. Thus (A.7) will follow if we show that the L2(R3n)

norm of k is bounded by C;(l + r)1. As before we write

eiHx'-y) = (x> _ y)-W(l - £€)NeH-(*'-v)

and integrate by parts:

k(y,p,x') = X\y\<2r/3(y)X\x'\>r(x')(x' - y)~2N

- [   e*-<-*-*>(l - Az)N {/ (i|£|2) r)(£ - p)} d£.
JR"

Since (y — x') > C(x') > C"(l + r) > C"(y) and k(y, p, x') is completely supported

in p, ||Ä;||L2 < Ci(í + r)~l as required. (Choose N so that 27V > / + n + 1.)    D
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